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MoneyMakingMommy.com was created in 1999. A pioneer for “mommy blogs” way
before they were common. In that vein, original, super-current, informative content is
always considered. The focus of the site is to share legitimate ways to work from home
and make money & save money from home. That being said – there is no tolerance for
pie-in-the-sky, get-rich-quick, pyramid types of scams and schemes.
As well – guest posts from businesses are typically not accepted. We understand
wanting to promote your business – therefore we do offer very affordable advertising
options that you can learn more about here.
If you would like to submit a guest post to this blog, follow the instructions below for
consideration. Only guest posts that meet these criteria will be considered for
publishing.
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

The post must be useful to the readers of this blog. (Meaning NOT clearly written
for SEO purposes and keyword stuffed.)
The post must be grammatically correct and well-written in English.
All posts must be at least 700 words but not more than 2000 words.
The post must not include marketing-related links and must not be entirely selfpromotional.
The post may include links to your website and blog in a brief author’s bio
(approximately 3-4 sentences), which will be published at the end of the guest
post.
Guest posts must be original and may not have been published elsewhere online
already. All submissions will be verified for originality using a tool such as
Copyscape.com or Plagium.com or Grammarly.com. We do not post duplicate
content.
You must agree to share your published post with your own audience either
through your newsletter or a social media platform.

Also, please be aware of the following:
•
•

Your post may be edited. This can include adding affiliate links and links to other
resources. These additions will not skew the focus of your article.
If your post is published here at MoneyMakingMommy.com, you agree that the
rights to the content now belong to MoneyMakingMommy.com.

•

Your post can be removed, this typically occurs if it becomes outdated or
irrelevant. However, you'll be contacted if this happens. The post becomes your
property again if it's removed from MoneyMakingMommy.com.

Guest posts that are approved for publishing will be published without notice in most
cases. Please check the blog periodically to see if your post has been published. Due
to the high volume of guest posts this blog receives, messages following up on the
status of a guest post submission cannot always be responded to.

